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Founder's
Hall
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A
panel made up of HSC students
discussing the problems of the
beginning
talk.

13 years with AP, mostly overseas. In 1943 he was assigned to
Douglas MacArthur’s
General
southwest
the
in
headquarters
Pacific theater.
Eunson has also been chief of
the AP Bureau in Brussels and
Tokyo and second in command of
the Paris bureau.
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The visiting students have been
Newspapers, and Dave Hoppe, | invited to visit the Lumberjack
|
staff photographer for the Eu- | Suite in room 13 of the Language ||
| Arts Building from 12:30 to 1:30 |
reka Newspapers.
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“Here is the historic and world-famous ‘photograph of the
|
contest.
writing
p.m. The Beta Mu chapter of the ltwo Jima flag raising atop Mount Suribachi, taken during
12:00-12:30—News
Rosenthal is featured
II by Joe Rosenthal.
Cash prizes awarded by the Eu-| Alpha Phi Gamma, national hon-| World War
reka Newspapers.
12:30-1:30—Reception in the pub- |
lication offices and campus tours
Students may visit the journa- |
lism facilities or any other part
The reception |
of the campus.
will be sponsored by Alpha Phi
national journalism|
Gamma,
honorary.

serve

The

raising

of

Suribachi

Mount

atop

Iwo

Jima
one

is just

of Rosenthal’s prize winning pho-

tos, but certainly his most famous.
Rosenthal did not see the picture
that made him famous until after
allied
1:30-3:00 — Lunch in the HSC ca- | millions of Americans and
peoples
had
seen
it.
|
masbe
will
feteria. Scoop Beale
The photo has been reproduced
ter of ceremonies and Dr. Corin Arlington National Cemetery,
of
president
Siemens,
nelius
HSC, will present a welcoming has been carried on U.S. postage
address. Joe Rosenthal will be stamps and has been the theme of
guest

several

speaker.

parade

floats.

Assembli

Four Stude

Billed; Mathematician
Opens Slate This Morning
There will be four student body assemblies, featuring talks
Ph.D’s, here in the next few days. Mathematician Dr. Leo
oser,

a

o’clock in a Sequoia Theater presentation.
Dr.

Toyon ,the campus literary magazine, will go on sale for 25 cents

Monday and Tuesday from 9:45 to

4 p.m. in the Cafeteria and Founders Hall. Short stories, poems and
student art work will be featured
in the magazine.
Edited by Ken Gatlin, English
staff

includes

Marie

the

Eureka,

from

Aylward

Contributions

the staff from

Bill

and

Toyon’s

Livingston,

Dick

were

works

Turner.
by

selected

of students

at large.

‘6l Junior Prom

Scheduled May 6
Several
planned

inovations
have
for the 1961 Junior

been
Prom

slated Saturday May 6 from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.

in the

Men’s

Gym.

Moser,

professor

of mathe-

matics at the University of Alon
speak
will
Canada,
berta,
“Graph Theory As A Model in
the Social Sciences”.
Dr. Moser
has published about 30 research
papers on number theory and has
also become an expert in mathematical recreations.

Toyon, Campus
Literary, Goes
On Sale Monday

major

at ten

morning

this

series

the

opens

Canadian,

The

Second Annual Festival

refreshments.

flag

He has published over 100 original mathematical
problems.
In
1960 he was elected a Fellow of

the

Royal

Society

of

Canada

in

recognition of his work. At present, he holds the chess championship of Alberta.
“The Role of Exchange Persons

in Aiding
tions”

Newly

will

be

Developing
the

topic

of

NaDr.

William Allaway of Stanford University, Monday at 11 am.
He
will be introduced by Dr. K. Baskara Rao

of India, who

will be on

camuus
helping to further
World University Service.
Dr.

Allaway

has

done

a

the
great

deal of work
for WUS;
has
worked for its student and faculty
exchange program as well as those
of

the

Nations.

Y.M.C.A.

He

and

the

is currently

United

associa-

ted with
the
student
exchange
program at Stanford and has spent

considerable time in Asia and the
Near East working on the exchange persons program for underdevoped

countries.

Tuesday, at 2 p.m. in Sequoia
prom is semi-formal and is open
Theater, “Man in Space” will be
to all students.
R.
Jack Moore, junior business ad-, the topic of Dr. Lawrence
ministration major from Arcata, | Zeithlin, psychologist. Dr. Zeithlin
has been named general chairman. i san authority on motivation and
He will be assisted by Darlene perception, audition, and human
Garcelon, decorations; Sharon Ca- engineering.
At present he is Senior Psycholneps and Mary Lou Robertson,
ogist with Dunlap and Associates
refreshments;
Gould,
Gerald
bids;
of Sunnyvale, Calif.
and Dick Griffith, publicity.
“What's Ahead” will be spoken
Traditional spring decorations on by Dr. J. Leroy Thompson,
will be used, following the general Director of Educational Service
Serenade.” Bureau of the “Wall Street Jour“Springtime
theme
nal”, next Friday at 11 a.m. Under
Music for the dance will be pro- the program which Dr. Thompson
vided by the Melodiers and bids, directs, this magazine is now being

at $2 per couple, will be available

required in more than 800 colleges

next week.

and un

.

Day here today.

Journalism

Annual

speaker at the Seventh

orary
co-educational
journalism
fraternity, will host the visitors
and

By SUE ALBRECHT
The Third Annual Lumberjack Days gets under way next
Thursday evening. The Campus Sing s
Spurs
will be the first of many events to take place during the
three days of activities which conclude Saturday night with

activities planned next Monday through Friday by the World
University Service in its first major drive to raise funds
for Indian university and college students, at Humboldt State.
of Hk

keynote

Three-Day Celebration
Opens With Campus Sing

An authentic dinner cooked in the style of India highlig’ hts

Sines

are

%

Auction Monday Night

#

Eunson will be the guest speak-

Eureka |

the

for

3

ted Press and Joe Rosenthal, famous San Francisco Chronicle photographer,
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WUS Sets Indian Dinner,

Bob Eunson, head of the San
Francisco Bureau of the Associa-

monies.
9:45-10:30—Panel discussion.
“Problems Facing Young Journalists”. Moderators will be Don
Terbush, sports editor of the
Standard, and Al Tostado, sports
editor of the Times.
Panelist
will, be Hugh
Clark, assistant
sports editor of the Times as
well as Lumberjack editor, Don
Carlton, assistant sports editor
of the Standard, and Vicky Williams, assistant society editor of
the Times and news editor of
the Lumberjack.
10:30-11:00—Address
by
Robert
Eunson, Chief of the Associated
Press Bureau of San Francisco
and author of “Mig Alley” and
“The Pearl King”.
11:00-12:00—Photo clinic and exhibit. Address by Joe Rosenthal,
photographer of the San Francisco
Cronicle
and _ Pulitzer
Prize winner for the photo of
the flag raising at Iwo Jima.
Panelists will be Neil Hubert, |

Photographer's Picture

Famed

workshops. The purpose
of the program is to enable high
school students to meet professional journalists and to become
acquainted with HSC’s program
and publication facilities.

ers Hall auditorium. Welcome
and introducton by George Abbott, assistant professor of journalism
at
HSC.
Scoop
Beal,
managing editor of the Humboldt Standard, master of cere-

CALIF., FRIDAY,

Lumberjack Days Start Here Thursday

attend the affair, co-sponsored
by the HSC _——_—
ment =
Eureka
News-

9:00-9:30 a.m. — Registration
the Green and Gold Room.

COLLEGE
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schedtled

Humboldt State’s Seventh Annual] Journalism
ae

Of Arts Opens May 5th
A program of primitive dance will highlight the two-week
Second Annual Festival of Arts, May 5 through 21.
Company | rection of Jerrald Moore, will preworkshop
Tuesday
present a sent a jazz
program of dances native to Af- evening at 8:15 in Sequoia Theater.
rica and Haiti, performed to the
RELIGIOUS TALK SET
accompaniment of a trio of drumA lecture explaining Christian
mers, who will also present solo
Science has been scheduled Sunnumbers with song between danday, May 7, at 647 14th Street in
ces, Saturday, May 20 at 8:15 p.m. Arcata, starting at 8 p.m. Miss
The Festival will formally begin
Lela May Aultman of Chicago will
with
the
drama
production
of
present the talk, designed for col“Roadside”, by Lynn Riggs, Frilege students.
day May 5, at 8:15 p.m. in Sequoia
Theater.
The
next
performance
will be held Saturday, May 6, at
the above time and place.
A Chamber Music Concert, featuring the string quartet and the
chamber singers, and a water ballet wil be held Sunday, May 7. The
concert will be held at 8:15 p.m.
in Sequoia Theater and the water
ballet will be held in the Natatorium at 8:15 p.m.
Art in Action; demonstrations
of
painting,
drawing,
sculpture,
pottery, design, photography and
crafts; and a student recital are
May 9. e
scheduled
for Tuesday,
The art demonstrations will be
held in and around the Art Building from 7-9 p.m. and the recital
will be in the Music Building beginning at 8:15 p.m.
The Industrial Arts Exhibit will
begin and an art film will be shown
on Wednesday, May 10. “The Titan, The Story of Michelangelo”
wil be shown in room 108 of the
Ruth Bedkford
with John Lewis

and
will

Kay

Gerdes, senior social science

major, is the campus chairman for
the fund drive which will com-

cribe

how

useful

such

a project

the semi-formal Junior Prom.

can be in his homeland.

Other

activities

planned

Thursday evening’s events will
begin with the Campus Sing from
7-8:15 p.m. in Sequoia Court, followed by a Coffee Hour in the
Green and Gold Room from 8:159:15. A water ballet show entitled
“Out of My Dreams”, sponsored
by the Women’s Recreation Association, will be held in the swimming pool from 8:15-9:45. The last
event of the evening will be a
movie, “The Golden Age of Com-

this

week include an “Ugly Professor”
contest. A penny a vote will elect
pared under the supervision of Dr. one of a dozen candidates to this
organizations,
clubs,
K. B. Rao, regional executive of role. Many
fraternities
are
sponsoring
the World University Service, us- and
ing ingredients and special herbs candidates. Friday, WUS will collaborate with Lumberjack Days in
native to his country.
All persons in the Humboldt- a carnival and dance program.
The carnival will take place in
Del Norte region have been invited to attend the convocation and Sequoia Patio from 1-5 p.m. with
clubs
sponsoring
booths
dinner with tickets being sold for many
$1 for adults and 50 cents for chil- whose proceeds will go to aid the
dren and are on sale in the book- drive. A dance will be held from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. featuring a casinostore, Hornbrook’s in Arcata, and
activity
sponsored
by the
Photo Specialty in Eureka. Meal type
tickets will be honored for men Lumberjack Committee.
The
Arcata
City Council and
and women living in the dormatories. Dinner will be served at 6 p.m. Assemblyman Frank Belotti have
At 8 p.m. following the dinner given support to the drive, along
will be international entertainment with personal messages from Presand a foreign embassy auction of ident Jack Kennedy; United Natgifts contributed by the San Fran- ions chief delegate, Adlai Stevencisco
foreign
consulate
offices. son; U. S. Senator Thomas KuchConducted by Dr. Dale Ander- el; and Governor Edmund Brown.
son, co-director of HSC’s radio- All these dignitaries have personthe World UniverTV
department,
the auction will ally endorsed
sity
Service
program
and_
the
feature foreign prints, books, maps,
pamphlets,
and posters, part of Humboldt State College campaign
which are on display at the book- on behalf of WUS.
store. All profits from the event,
Eureka Newspapers, Inc. are dosponsored by Delta Sigma Phi fra- nating a trophy to the college club,
ternity, will go to the drive.
organization,
or
fraternity
that
In conjunction with the dinner does the most for WUS. They are
and auction will be a convocation also making a contribution to the
which is open to the community. drive.
Dr. Cornelius Siemens, president
of Humboldt State College, along
with Dr. Ralph Roske, Chairman
of the Division of Social Science
and
World
University
Service
sponsor, will help start the drive
by giving short presentations at
Paul Conner was elected president of the CSTA at the April
the convocation.
17 meeting of the group. Other
Dean William Allaway, Stanford
University,
will speak on “Ex- officers elected were Davey Butchange Persons in Newly Devel- ler, vice-president; Joyce DaughKitty
Hemingoping Countries”, and the evening tery, secretary;
mence Monday night with a convocation and an Indian dinner pre-

way,

treasurer;

and

Carol

ICS representative.
They will be installed
at a dinner in Eureka.

May

5

p.m.

be

in

held

the

Room.
“Three On
interpretation

from

Green

8 a.m.

and

to

McCoard, professor of speech, University of Southern
California,
will be held at 8:15 p.m. in Sequoia Thursday, May 11. The Industrial will still be showing and
another Art in Action will be held

from 1-4 p.m. in the Art Building.
The Green and Gold Concert
Band will hold its annual concert,
featuring “Music For A Festival,
for Military Band” by Gordon Ja-

cob, and “Rondo I from the Sixth
Collection” by Bach, May 14, at
8:15 p.m. in Sequoia Theater.
“Creation and Perception in the
Visual Art Today,” an art lecture,

wil be presented by George Culler,
Director of the San Francisco Museum

of Art,

Monday,

15 at

May

8:15 in Sequoia Theater.
The Studio Band, under the di-

CASINO

AUDITIONS

Auditions for the “floor show”
of Casino night will be held tonight at seven o’clock in the Studio Theater. Six acts will be chosen.

The

Casino

Night,

a

feature

of Lumberjack Days is co-sponscored by the sophomore
class
and WUS next Friday.

Dennis

Giuntini,

State athlete
been
named
ens editor by

Area

George

Humboldt

Abbott.

Giuntini
said
he
would
start
theme and design work on the
1962 yearbook in June. He served
two years on his high school yearbook and four semesters on the
Sempervirens. He has written articles for the Hilltopper, Feature
Magazine, and hae been a Lumberjack reporter for three semesters.
He is a standout football player, lettering the past three years,
and he has also played basketball.
The education
major
is also a
member of Green and Gold Key,
activity honorary, and a member
national
Phi Gamma,
of Alpha
co-educational journalism fraternity.

He is also
missioner-elect
Mu

the

Beta

Phi

Gamma.

publications comand president of

chapter

Giuntini

of

Alpha

is married.

His wife, Joaane, is physical education division secretary. They

live in Eureka.
teacher.

He

plans

from

12:15-3 p.m.

This

will

Queen of the woods will be chosen
and the winners announced at the
Casino Night Dance. An Art Fes-

tival, held in the Art Building will
also begin at 12:15.
Sequoia Court will be the scene
of a carnival from 2-5 sponsored
by the World University Service,

with

al profits

going

to that or-

ganization.
The
carnival
booths
will include a Car Wreck, Tricycle
Race,
Chug-a-lug
Contest
and
Marriage Booth.
A Slave Auction will be held
from 3-3:30 in Sequoia Court with
all profits going to WUS.
Ten
new Student Council members, five
male and five female, will be auctioned off as dates for the Casino
Night dance. The afternoon’s ac-

tivities will be topped

off by the

Campus Feed at 5:30 in the Cafeteria.
The sophomore class sponsored

Casino Night will be held from 7-1
in the Campus Activities
Activities at Casino Night

Center.
will in-

clude legal gambling, a floor show

15

the dance going to WUS.
The first showing of the play
“Roadside” will begin at 8:15 in
Sequoia Theater.
A Treasure Hunt on campus,

sponsored by Tau

Kappa

Epsilon,

“Roadside,” which opens May

| Delta Sigma Phi. The events held
| from 12:30-3 will be concluded with
" |a Tug-of-War between all
' division students and lower
4 | ion students.

|

The

upper
divis-

annual Associated Women

Students’ sponsored Mother’s Day
Tea will be held from 2-4 Saturday afternoon in the Cafeteria.
Two
events will conclude the
Lumberjack Days events on Sat-

urday

evening.

A second

showing

of “Roadside” will be held at 8:15
in Sequoia Theater.
The Junior
Prom following the theme “Spring
Time Serenade” will be held from
9-1 in the Men’s Gym.

CLIFF

Dan Bryant, journalism major,
has been appointed editor of the
1961 fall edition of the Hilltopper, Humboldt State feature magazine, publications adviser George
Abbott announced last night.
He is a spring semester transfer student
from
Diablo Valley
College. Bryant, a junior, served
on

his

Pacific

High

yearbook,

and

was a reporter on the DVC “Spartan”.
Bryant is a Lumberjack
staff
reporter this
semester.
He
has
covered
several main
events
in
addition to his science and assemblies beat.

He wil start work on the semiannual

magazine

at

the

start

of

the

fall semester.
Bryant is from Pittsburg. He
plans to work public relations
after graduation from Humboldt.
Bryant says he plans to expand

the Hilltopper with
more features on the unusual activities at
Humboldt State. He also hopes
to

use

analytical

reports

and

use

pictorial features. He will form
to be a his staff before the end of the current semester.

HAWTHORNE

April Chamber
Music Program
Slated Sunday

.. . Lumberjack
Cliff
Hawthorne,
Humboldt
State journalism major, has been
named editor of the Lumberjack
for the fall semester, Publications
Adviser George Abbott announced
last night.
Hawthorne has been a member

The April Chamber Music Concert will be held Sunday, at 8 p.m.

of the

in

Lumberjack

staff

the past

three semesters. He served first
as a reporter, last fall as news
editor and this spring as assistant
editor.
He
has
also written
a
humor column.
Hawthorne

came

to

Humboldt

from Westfir, Ore., where
tended high school, served

itor

of

his

school

paper

he atas ed-

for

two

years and was active in student
government and athletics. He lives
in Fortuna.
He will edit
tions of the
spring,
before

the final two ediLumberjack _ this
taking
over
the

reins this fall. He said he plans
to organize his staff this spring
and prepare for an early first
issue next fall.
Hawthorne

the
sports

Eureka

is also

employed

Newspapers
t.

as

at

the

Music

Telemann

and

Building.

Bach

will

The set for the play reflects this
type of drama and is done in what
Richard Rothrock, designer of the
set, calls a pseudo -19th century
style.
Included in this style is a false
proscenium, which is built around
the stage. On this, above the stage,

is

printed

This,
ders,
play
pical
style
not,

the

name

“Roadside.”

as well as the wings, borand the use of paint, gives the
an artificial look which is tyof 19th century staging. The
looks old-fashioned, but is
Turner stated, an attempt to

represent
This
that a

made

the past.

is probably the
full set change

first time
has been

in a play at HSC.

It is: the

first time that this has been done
in the new theater, and it is unlikely that a complete set change
would have been made in the old
theater due to its limited facilities
and off stage area.
Other plays this year, such as
“Androcles
and
the Lion,” and
“The Death of a Salesman,” had
complicated
sets
that
enabled
scenes to shift, without a change
of set. In “Roadside,” however,
there is a complete change of set
from interior to exterior. This is
done by means of a stage technique called the jack-knife. In this
play the interior scene is set at
an angle to the rest of the stage
and then is unfolded with the corner of the interior scene serving
as a pivot for the rest of the set.

Tickets

for the play are on re-

serve in the box office. They are
free with ASB cards and are priced
at $1 to non-card holders.

be

fea-

tured at the concert. There is no
admission charge.
“Sonata in C Minor; Allegro,
Adagio, Allegro assai, Ondeggian-

do ma non adagio,
by Telemann, will
by Charles

and Allegro”
be presented

Fulkerson on the piano,

Floyd Glende on the violin and
Jean Fulkerson on the cello.
“Arias and Lieder from the
Magdalena
of Anna
Notebook
Bach For Soprano and Unfigured
Bass” will feature Ellen Connett,
soprano and Jean Fulkerson, cello.
Marianne
and
Glende
Floyd
Pinches on the violins, Esther
Thompson on the viola, and Jean
preFulkerson on the. cello, will
sent Mozart’s “Quartet No. 17 in
C Major, K. 465; Adagio-Allegro,

Cantabile, Menuetto, and
Molto allegro.”

a Andante

Hilltop Calendar
Of Coming Events
FRI.,

April

28 —

Seventh

an-

nual Journalism Day.
Assembly featuring Dr. Yeo
Moser at 10 a.m. at Sequoia
Theater.

SAT.,

April

ramento

29

State

—

HSC-Sac-

baseball

game

at 12 noon in College Field.
HSC.-Travis Air Force-AAU
track meet at 11 a.m.

H S C-Sacramento-Chico-Cal
Aggies

golf match

at 10 a.m.

at Bayside.
Lumberjacks ’n’ Jills party
night at Women’s Gym from
8-11 p.m. Admission, 50 cents
per person.
SUN., April 30 — Chamber
music at 8 p.m. in Music
Building.

Mozart,

5

and continues May 6, 12, and 13,
will be a reflection of American
folk characters, according to Dr.
Jerry Turner, director of the production.

Bowl at noon. Redwood Bowl will
also be the scene of relays and
games, including the annual Frog
| Jumping
Contest,
sponsored
by

DAN BRYANT
. . . Hilltopper

and journalist, has
1961-62 Sempervirpublications adviser

Founders

will be Saturday’s first event. It
will be followed by a sack lunch
hour and band concert in Redwood

DENNIS GIUNTINI
. . . Sempervirens

A Theme”, an oral
by Dr. William B.

in

and live band. There will be dancing from 9-1 with the profits from

4

Gold

at 9:15

Still,

Art Building at 7:30 p.m. The exwill

Auditorium.

include various logging events for
both men and women. A Bull and

HSC Editors Named

hibit

shown

Hall

Friday’s most welcome festivity
will be the dismissal of classes at
noon. Bull of the Woods contests,
sponsored by CU and the Forestry
Club, will be held in the old Coop

Paul Conner Elected
President Of CSTA

will be concluded
with a_ short
presentation by Dr. Rao on “Project India.” This professor from
the Universi*” of Mysore will des-

edy”,

‘Roadside’ To Be
Reflection Of
Folk Character

MON., May 1 — International
assembly at 11 a.m. in Sequoia Theater featuring Dr.
William Allaway of Stanford

University.

Indian curry dinner sponsored by WUS at 6 p.m. in
CAC. Admission $1.00 for
adults, 50 cents for children.
TUES., May 2 — Assembly
featuring Dr. Lawrence Zeitlin speaking on “Man
in
Space” at 2 p.m. in Sequoia
Theater.

THURS., May 4 — All campus spring sing in Sequoia
Court at 7 p.m.
Water Ballet “Out of M
Dreams” in College
A
Admission, 75 cents, adults,
25 cents children.
FRI., May 3 — Classes dismissed at noon.
Lumberjack Days activities
all day.

Fri, April 28, 1961
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Poll Reveals Most Students

Prep Journalist May Get
More Than A Day Off
Today

Humboldt

State

150 high school journalism

welcomes
students

to its campus
who

by
Sam Kunkle.
Dennis Cahill, Treasurer Paul Asp and

almost

are attending

seventh annual Journalism Day, co-sponsored by the Eureka
Newspapers Inc. and HSC,

the A. S. treasurer and secretary,

Under our present form of stuToo often the benefits reaped from conferences such as dent government, the student
we
,
this are by osmosis only, As former local prep students
only the legislature
often is simply council is not

“‘Oh boy! A day out of school.”’

Fortunately,

there are

too many

interesting

events on

today’s program for students to remain disinterested ver
Panel personnel ranges from the most professional,
long.
featuring one of the most tamous World War II photographers and the West Coast AP Bureau chief and author, to
those who have just entered the field.
The educational features of the program, the contests,

workshops and speeches, will be broken up by entertaining

aspects.
students

Today

A luncheon and a reception to acquaint visiting
with HSC journalism facilities have been slated.

we hope that if these high school students come

saying ‘‘Oh boy! A day out of school’’, they leave saying
‘Well, I really got something from this conference.”’

Our New Face
With the seventh annual Journalism Day taking the
limelight here today, the Lumberjack finds the time appropriate to present its new eight column format.
The graduation from a five-column tabloid size to a full

standard newspaper size is a first in Humboldt State history. The Lumberjack has always been a small-sized paper
and this enlargement will present more news, better advertising display and more formal appearance.
The additional space will allow more club news and a
wide coverage of campus events which have previously been
neglected because of lack of space. The staff also hopes to
revive its humor, fish and game and sports columns as well
as other editorial features.
This, we feel, is a step forward for Humboldt State, student publications and the journalism program here. Yes, we
Now, we
have grown from a tabloid to a ‘‘big’’ newspaper.
dt
Humbol
give
and
,
coverage
and
hope to improve our content
paper.
bigger
students a better as well at a

A Lumberjack

conducted

public opinion poll revealed

several students are in favor of the present universal student

the

realize the importance placed in visitation days

ASB Card
l
Favor UnivBy ersa
HUGH CLARK

but also the administration, with
only the four representatives at
large not having an administrative
position. The other members of
the council have the responsibility
of administering a commission,
class, or an executive

postion.

We feel that a more representative form of student government
is needed to allow the student
body to have a bigger and more
equal share in governing itself.
The members of the legislature
should represent well-defined con-

Council

at the present

A.

S. expenditures and actions,
The judicial branch would con-

Rep. at Large

time),

Report by Referendum |
Group on Universal Cards

before a vote. I signed it for this
reason. However, I would not
have signed it for the change,
because I don’t advocate it.”
JIM CRALLE, frosh, social sciences —- “Anything else would
curtail necessary activities. There
should be a mandatory fee for
all, with, of course, less charge
for part-time students.”

frosh, bus-

de la MONTE,

RON

iness—“Don’t think they should
have it.”
CARRIER, senior, game
DEAN
management—“Too many things
would have to be left out if we
ran our school any other way.
It’s a necessary evill.”
soph., p.e.—|
ARVOLA,
| LINDA
“I’m in favor of it and think it’s|
|
necessary.”
DON BIRD, graduate, industrial
arts — “I’m for it 100 per cent.
It’s a good idea. We need the

ence — “I don’t know what the
benefit of a split card would be.
I always get enough from mine.
But there are probably
some
who don’t get the full benefit
and we should vote to see how

many

there

are.

No,

vote

I would

know how
time.”

I

don’t

at this

Annual Square
Dance Festival
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The
Lumberjacks
‘n’ Jills,
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club,

is

holding
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annual

lp
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Darlene Garcelon, a junior |the mandatory
man
elementary education major from | found in the back issues of the
the
in
published
| Lumberjack,
Eureka.
Last year, dads from as far south | Spring semester of 1956, some inas Vista and as far north as Van- iteresting facts come to light. In
couver, Wash. attended, while a the legal notice that the president
group from the Los Angeles area of the college is required to pubflew up for the event together.
lish, in order to bring the manActivities already planned in- datory fee to a vote, no mention
clude tours of the campus, which is made that the fee shall become
by fall will include the new For- mandatory. The notice, which apestry building, Library, and Edu- pears in the May 4, and May 11,
Lumberjack,
cation-Psychology building.
1956 issues of the
on May 14,
the
n
are
electio
slated
an
activities
for
Other
calls
banquet 1956 on the matter of a “split stuDay
Dad’s
traditional
which will be held in the college dent body card”. Articles and edcafeteria and it is here that the itorials appearing in the LumberDad of the Year will be intro- jack of April 27, May 4, and May
duced. Last year Horace West- 11, 1956 argue in favor of the
moreland, a Weaverville business- “split card”. The “split card” was
man, was honored.
to work in the following manner;
$5.00 per seTo climax the day’s activities, a mandatory fee of
year) was to
dads will attend the Lumberjack- mester (or $9.50 per
ts, an opgame,
studen
football
all
Cal Aggie Mustang
be charged of
sitting in a specially reserved sec- tional activities card was also to
tion of the newly renovated Redbe made available for $5.00 per sewood Bowl.

mandatory.

The “split card” was used the,
next year, then in the Fall of 1958)
the “split card” suddenly disap-|
peared and the mandatory fee of
$10.00

per

instituted.|

was

semester

What had happened? Obviously a}
been|
had
recommendation
new
made to the Director of Education |
that the fee be increased to its
legal maximum. There is no question that what was done was legal,
whether it was ethical or not is a
question that the informed student
must answer for himself.
A brief glance at the Lumberjack of 1956 reveals other interesting facts. Apparently
Humboldt
State
had
a newspaper
before
there
were
mandatory
student
body fees. If the newspaper is to
be believed, there was also an athletic program, a student body organization, a band, a choir, a dra-

matics

department

other

academic

tions

similar

to

and _ various

and

social

those

func-

that

exist

today.

YOUR

Redwood Empire
& Nor-Cal Newspapers
WELCOME YOU

7th Annual
Journalism Day

Aside from the historical context in which it has evolved, the
issue of the mandatory fee certainly does present two or more sides.
This is just the point. It is not
necessary to prove that our side
of the discussion provides the final

and

absolutely

correct

answer.

What must be shown is that there
are valid arguments against the
mandatory fee, especially the mandatory fee as found at Humboldt
State. There is a range or spectrum between the absence of any
fee and the maximum $20.00 per

year mandatory

fee. The

force of

any argument for or against the
fee depends upon the point on this
spectrum at which the argument
is directed. These arguments are
directed primarily at the $20.00
end of the spectrum. In a historical sense, however, when the meth-

od

used

to

per year
guments

arrive

at

the

fee is considered,
must be direeted

$20.00
the aragainst

SMITTY'S

al
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i
pp oyision

.

ie

individual

the

for

who

does not want to join the AssociThere may be
ated Student Body.
for this choice. |
reasons
several
First, there is the student who is |
| married or works or both and sim- |
choose

not

does

or

cannot

ply

to

belong to the A.S.B. The requirement that these people join the
A.S.B., especially at the price of
$20.00 per year seems grossly un- |

fair. This

is a matter

taste

for

some

some

people

to

Just

belong

the

a |

isola- |

is an

result

tion of the A.S.B. from the great |
mass of the student body. The}

A.S.B.
an

to take |

is no longer forced

interest

the student

in

the

must

rather |

student,

interest |

take an

in the A.S.B., whether he wants
to or not, if he is to get the use
of his card. The force of these arguments admittedly decreases as
the amount of the mandatory fee |
decreases, but as stated before, the
point at issue is not the mandatory fee but the administration of
the delegated power to set the
amount of the fee.
To argue in favor of the mandatory fee on the grounds that
it provides the only means for an
is sheer nonactivities program
sense. If the mandatory fee were
done away with or reduced it is
obvious that certain activities of
the A.S.B. would have to be curtailed. The jump from this fact
to the conclusion that the A.S.B.
would collapse is not only misleading but untrue. The A.S.B. existed at Humboldt State for many
fee
the mandatory
years before
was instituted. It will continue to
exist and grow if and when the
mandatory fee is voted out.
/s/

Frank

/s/

M. L. Funk

Williams’
Barber Shop

to San
A.B.
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Plaza

VA

College

to receive
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Now
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On

Jose
Degree.

H

Street

in Arcata

WATCH FOR OUR
LUCKY LUMBERJACK
CONTEST!

2-2830

(Author of “I Was a Teen-age Dwarf,” “The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis,” etc.)

OLD

G!

NEVER

»A
2
ZADS

DIE

In just a matter of weeks mau y of you will be graduating—
especially seniors.
You

are of course eager to go out in the great world

where

opportunities are limitlc*s and deans nonexistent. At the same
time your hearts are heavy at tl 1e thought of losing touch with
so many classmates you have cc yme to know and love.
It is my pleasant task today to assure you that graduation
need not mean

losing touch with classmates; all you have to do

is join the Alumni Association and every year you will receive

a bright, newsy, chatty bulletin, chock full of information about

all your old buddies.

1020 H Street
—O—
DON

E.

GLEN

WILLIAMS
and

SKIDMORE
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Open evenings till 12
Friday and Saturday
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Guns

&
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Jewett

BOWLING
AT ITS BEST

42 =
Reliable

ARCATA
BOWL
793 K ST.

little

Graves Dept. Store

as!
to

social organization, others choose |
not to belong. The right to exercise a free choice on this question,
is
the question
when
especially
stated in the maximum terms of |
$20.00 per year, is the only real |
pressure that individual students |
can bring upon the A.S.B. When |
this choice is not available to the |

individual,

sassy

of personal |

people.

care

One

Music professor Charles Fulkerson joined the HSC faculty in
September of 1941. He attended
Humboldt State as a student from
1935 to 1938 and then transferred

dance

the student body. (A contributor.)

this fee would become
If one investigates the history of ucationion andand this
fee at Humboldt as

registered.

to the journalism suite: You will
find several sweet things and one
lemon with a moustache.

visitor, (we think she was), even
had the nerve to ask for our autographs on her well scarred and
bruised left knee. She had fallen
off the steps near the Music Building earlier in the morning.
We
were
quite
disappointed
when we were informed that we
could not be guest speakers.
It

GENE
SOULIGNY

Food for HSC Thinking

21, have been announced by chair-|

one and two guides for more than
150 high school students. We are
still flipping coins (coin) to see
who gets the boys and who gets
the girls.
We hope that the registration
lines were handled efficiently because last year we signed more
autographs than the publications

staff

festival Saturday night in the women’s gym.
Chuck Cline of Eureka will do
money to keep the ASB on its| the calling for the dances which
feet.”
will start at 8 p.m. Refreshments,
edu- |supplied by the women
dancers,
(Editor’s Note: The following is a detailed report by two NANCY MULLEN, frosh,
cation — “I’m for them.”
members of the group acquiring signatures for the universal | PAT PLESSAS, frosh, social wel- who are asked to bring cake or
cookies for the occasion, will be
student body card referendum. To clarify one point for Mr.
fare — “It should be manda- | served from 11 p.m. until midnight.
. Jewett as well as students, the transition
Funk and
tory because of all the activities
The
general
public, especially
from the ‘‘split-car ”’ or two-card system took place May 19,
we have. If you didn’t have this square dance groups, are invited
method, you would have to have | to attend. Admission will be $1
1958, The student council was responsible for the action, sayanother and it would probably per couple, 50 cents stag.
ing it wanted to earmark the extra $3,000 in income for the
cost more.”
student activities center. Since that time the center has gone
the
for
ed
SLEATER, frosh, nursallocat
being
DAYNA
is
$3,300
ly
present
and
on
into operati
“I don’t think married |
—
ing
campus activities center.)
buy|
have to
should
students
them.”
When suddenly confronted with mester. The articles and editorials
an issue of contemporary impor- favor the mandatory fee on the as- DIANE CLINGER, frosh, speech |
—“I think they should be man- |
tance it is often of some value to sumption that it will be instituted
of
datory.”
history
past
the
into
inquire
A stupid person can sometimes obtain a reputation for the matter. The present contro- in the form of theon “split card”.
PAPPAS, frosh, socialENNY
With
this
propositi
mind,
in
284
I do
for them.
“I’m
ogy —
knowledge among the non-discerning by becoming a radical, | versy over the petition for a ref-| students of a student body of 1193
Jeweler
a
for
up
come
should
it
think
mandathe
in
on
one,
n
and
electio
names,
um
good
erend
of
voted in favor of the mandatory
a petition circulator, a slanderer
Watchmaker
vote. I would vote to keep it
tory student body fee is a good exgeneral, who is against everything good for the public—or ample of this. The issue has be- fee (120 voted against it). The
is.”
it
like
issue that these people voted on |
Meticulous Repairs
senior
JOHANANSON,
come somewhat confused by. im- was not the “split card”, it was |T OM
Dependable
Service
I
should
it
think
major—“
group
the
for
n
plications that the petitio
whether or not the State Director |
be mandatory. There shouldn’t
referendum will in some way auto- of Education should set these fees |
1021 H ST.
VA 2-3992
the
because
be a referendum
| matically do away with the man- and whether or not these
fees|
it
what
know
doesn’t
majority
as
case
the
| datory fee. This is not
should become mandatory for all
|
wants.”
lany mediocre student of political students. Once the right to set
Published weekly
by the Associpoint
ated
Student
Body
of Humboldt
| science well knows. This
these
fees
was
granted,
the
sponthe
whole
idea
of
the
mandatory
|
State College, Arcata, California,
need further elabor- soring college could then recomAdvance plans for the 1961 edi- |should not
through the journalism laboratory,
fee.
|
Room
13,
Language
Arts
Build|
ation.
mend a fee to the Director of EdThe mandatory
fee leaves no|
tion of Dad’s Day, slated October
ing, Phone: VAndyke 2-1771, Ext.

Lumberjack

,.»And A Lemon

—_

though there were various
and any new areas which will be
to the question, | JOE ROMERO, senior, art—“It's
created with the growth of the opinions in reply
about your uni- | an absolute necessity. I'm familschool. These commissioners, trea- “How do you feel
iar with when they didn’t have
versal
student
body
card at HumAfter too many weeks of absence, we have finally persurer, and secretary will be apuniversal cards, and the ASB and
those
of
majority
a
suaded a few inferior people that we should appear again.
pointed by the A. S, President with boldt State,”
all the activties did not run
was too
sampling
quota
under
ed
we were not in the
question
the confirmation of the legislature.
properly without this financial The fan mail asking . why We would also like to beak the two
system
l
universa
the
feel
they
said
are.
we
| much—so here
The legislature would consist of
support.”
ed.
le who wrote the protests.
one representative from each class, should be maintain
LAZIO, graduate, busLARRY
had a student toy card
elected by the members of that MIKE SNAPP, frosh,- p.ec.—“We
iness — “You have to make Pe
the other day and ques | was decided last year that we
class, and a representative from
check
should have a split card.”
money to run your organization
biolto proceed. First they would speak because of our glitsoph.,
each academic division of the col- GARY
LOZENSKI,
and this money
has to come cleared
tering personalities, like a fallen
ogy — “Everyone should buy
lege, elected by the members of
from somewhere. If people had punched Jacopo’s card, then Sanstar. Deep inside we realize that
Jacopo
punched
Santo
card.
to’s
that division. With nine divisions
one. We are helping the school
more feeling for their student
we were born too late, but we held
and four classes this would be a
and the school is helping us.”
body, and the student body for and he in turn punched the punchour own flag raising ceremony at
total of thirteen members, with the LEWIS EDSON, soph., forestry—
the people, we would be a lot er.
Today, as superior journalists, the women’s dorm.
vice president serving as presiding
“I agree with the referendum,
better off.”
Special to those who come down
in that it will bring the issue ROBERT TATE, junior, life sci- we are going to be the number
officer. This body would act on all

stituents.
To accomplish this objective, we sist of the present Board of Conpropose a three body system o f| trol, tested on the constitution and
government similar to the Federal appointed by the A. S. President
system of our national and state with the confirmation of the leggovernment islature.
This
government.
We realize that this is a drastic
would be composed of a one house
legislature, an executive branch, change in our form of student government and, as a rough draft,
and a judicial branch.
The
executive
branch
would should be open to comment, sugconsist of an A.S. president and gestion, and refinement.
/s/ John Bryant
vice-president elected by the stuSr. Class Pres.
ioncommiss
the
whole,
a
as
dents
/s/ Sam Kunkle
er offices (which are on the Student

card system at Humboldt State.

body

=<:
Fishing

Information

Camping Equipment

re

a

oe

S/O

Ir was lersecaed
the
Oh, what a red-letter day it is at my house, the day
the
take
ents,
engagem
my
all
|
canc:
I
Alumni Bulletin arrives!
ocelot
phone off the hook, dismiss m y chiropractor, put the
with
pleasure
pure
of
evening
an
for
down
settle
and
outside,
ro
Marlbo
of
supply
the Bulletin and (need I add?) a good
Cigarettes.

fun even
Whenever I am having fun, a Marlboro makes the
fails
never
box
or
pack
that
vr,
flav«
that
filter,
That
fun.
more
n
televisio
the
to heighten my pleasure whethi r I am watching

Mad
or playing buck euchre or knitting an afghan or reading
xname—e
might
you
pursuit
ed
fun-fill
or enjoying any other
shing
spearfi
much
how
then,
But
shing.
spearfi
course,
cept, of
does one do in Clovis, New Mexico, where I live?
n and let
But I digress. Let us return to my Alumni Bulleti
friends
old
my
«ll
about
tidings
ting
me quote for you the interes
and classmates:

of a
Well, fellow alums, it certainly has been a wing-dinger
and
r
Chedda
Mildred
year for all us old grads! Remember
in
hands
held
always
who
kids
crazy
Harry Camembert, those
New
Clovis,
in
living
and
now
d
marrie
they’re
Econ II? Well,
equipment and Mildred
Mexico, where Harry rents spearfishing
28-pound
daughte r, her second
has just given birth to a lovely
Harry!
and
d
Mildre
in four months. Nice going,
most likely to sucvoted
we
man
the
Brie,
Remember Jethro
Last week he
laurels!
g
itherin
g:
still
is
Jethro
old
ceed? Well,
workers in
fellow
was voted “Motorman of the Year” by his
an,”
brakem
my
to
all
it
owe
I
“
the Duluth strectcar system.
.
speech
ance
accept
modest
ically
terist
said Jethro in a charac
Same old Jethro!
was had by
Probably the most glamorous time of all us alums
hunting
game
big
a
on
Francis Macomber last year. I le went
post
sting
intere
many
ed
receiv
safari all the way to Africa! We
killed
and
shot
ntly
accide
,
alas
was,
he
cards from Francis until
by his wife and white hunter . Tough luck, Francis!
Wilma “Deadeye” Macomber, widow of the late beloved
was married yesterday to Fred “Sureshot”

Francis Macomber,
ceremony in
Quimby, white hunter, in a simple double-ring
Nairobi. Good luck, Wilma and Fred!

year. Keep
Well, alums, that just about wraps it up for this
© 1961 Maz Shulmas
‘ein flying!

Athletic Equipment

Phone VA 2-1331
860 G Street

VA 2-2453
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: The best new
Old grads, new grads, undergrads, all agree
ze

nonfilter

cigarette

in

many

Philip Morris Commander,

a

long

year

is the

Welcome aboard!

king-si

his
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Secretary's Files Rifled
From Judging

Exposition

held

in

the

state

in

areas

of

wood,

metal, mechanical drawing, graphic arts, electricity and handicrafts.
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THE FINEST
NAME IN FOODS ASB Councils,
IN HUMBOLDT Old, New, Hold
CANNAMN'S Workshop Meet

‘eS

Cannam’s K and K
Cannam’s Huntoon & I}
Cannam’s 5th and L
Cannam’s of Scotia

In Arcata
It’s The

section meetings.
A 45-minute session was devoted

to

corresponding

preparing
job

Saturday

Nights

RECIPE

“Finger-Lickin’
GOOD”
PARTIES

sion
faculty,
according
to
Dr.
Ivan C. Milhous, dean of extended services.
Dr. Gunn, who will offer graduate courses in supervision, school
law, and school finance ,has ser-

the

instructed him
which he did.

to

“tag”

the

cars,

The council further learned that
events that attract off-campus cars
can be cleared through Executive
Dean Lawrence Turner’s office.
Roger Olsen and Evans reported Humboldt may be able to contract either the “Four Freshmen”
or the “Limelighters” for a fall appearance with a $1500 guarantee.
Both said they felt students have

money

in the fall and

former

heard

and

slides

Ro n aiceaia

tear

ened

shown; May

19.

tele eat or, dramatically

nd Dasmann
talk about the challenged any member of the student executive council to
. Dasmann travelled to Rhod- a ‘‘Linooln-Douglas’’ debate
the controversial uni-

esia recently, studying the game situation in the country and versa] student card controversay and referendum at a meetwildlife management pol- ing let Thursday afternoon.
to help in
up a satisf
program are worth rewards then charged the Lumts of
Ss
of
ue
rests

in

the

overpopulation

real harm can come to an area
through poor land management.
Overgrazing of the land, both
by wild and domestic animals, has
led to serious erosion in many
areas. Improper use of fire, supposedly to arrest plant succession
and therefore preserve the open
range land, has had further harmmaybe

a

a

Add

effects.

ful

windstorms,

good

few

and

drought,

and you have an area that might
remind a few Fish and Wildlife
So,

Rhodesia

worked

they

place

majors of the
last summer.

its problems.

has

What is going to be done to imFirst, and
the -situation?
prove
will
someone
obviously,
rather
of
the gospel
to spread
have

PROPER use of fire. Rhodesia is
probably not far behind the U.S.

in its number of self-made game
managers, people who only read
the book as far as the word burn
and then reached for their matches.
are
pyromaniacs
these
Once
situation
the
out,
straightened
should improve somewhat.
However, even when all the firebugs have been successfully instill be
will
there
doctrinated,
more work to do. The big problem

gazelles, springboks,
elands giraffies, and all sorts of others.
Looking at the second facet first,
the reason for introducing more
cattle are generally tied up with
the meat
business,
Cattle
are
brought in to be raised as meat

So

for the people of Rhodesia.

a week ago. He said he would split
his 12 minutes with any member

How-

wild

game?

on

the

too-plentiful

wild plantation,
In theory, of course, it sounds
good. Dr. Dasmann and his col-

leagues
game

also feel that it is sound
management.

However,

as

wildlifers here in the United States
know very well, just because something in sound doesn’t mean that
it will be readily accepted. Cattle
raising
and
indiscriminate
land
buring has been going on for a
long time and people don’t like to
change their ideas overnight. We'll
have
to wait and see what
is
going to happen in Rhodesia. If
it comes about that “darkest Africa” can develop a sound game
policy, it would seem like a good
time for the “advanced”
United

States to start thinking along the
same

lines.

Record Fall Graduation
List Of 67 Announced
Students completing

their work

in the Bachelor of Arts were:
Glen Baney, Robert Francis Bartley, Donald Howard Bird, Richard Bradley II, Rosemary Brown,

John Burger,

Pete Carpino,

olas
Cizmich,
Walter
Foster,

Henry
Louis

Vesta McBride, James

Nich-

Drozdal,
Gurney,

McCloskey

These

Se

OS

oes

Se

he would

be

Management

Free Pick-up and
Delivery Service
8th & G STREETS
VA 2-2306

3.

Edwards

explained

apearing on television Monday afternoon, demanding and receiving
equal

ASB

time

from

the

station

after

treasurer Paul Asp appeared

who would debate the referndum
and universal student body card

DeLuxe

Free Pickup and Delivery at Dorms
on Monday and Friday

oe

controversy.

The
council refused on the
grounds that HSC student government should not provide entertainment for the people of Humboldt

Cleaners
ee

ARCATA

10th AND H STS,
PHONE VA 2-2194

County and that student-involved
issues should stay on campus.

Asp told the council he was
asked to talk on the show, “Focus
on Humboldt,” and told the audience of the student body budget.

SAVE

He said he did not defend the universal card.
Student observer and assemblies
commissioner-elect Jack Frost said
he felt Edwards was unfair, since
he is an experienced debator, and
none of the council has such background.
Hugh Clark, Lumberjack editor,
told the council he had offered five
students a 300-word letter Monday,
and that this group failed to use
this opportunity.
Council members Asp and Neil

ON

AUTO
ACCESSORIES
Quality Merchandise
at Reasonable Prices
at

CHUCK’S
On The Plaza
ARCATA

Evans said it was up to the editor
came

students will

into

his

office,

every

time

someone had something he didn’t
like, Humboldt State would have
the largest newspaper in the world.
Earlier Dean Don Karshner re-

Dean

Euecative

ceremony. | ported

4 graduation

at the June

receive their diplomas

es Cae

New

what he wanted to print. Clark added if he printed everything that

A record number of 67 students completed work on their

degrees at the end of last fall semester.

Under

ON THE PLAZA
IN ARCATA

to scribble in your older brother's
picture book you've known that
Africa has a lot of grazing animals,

ever, as Dr. Dasmann asked, why
can’t the people of Rhodesia eat

AL'S
Mobile Station

Paul’s Barbershop

of

grazing animals in the country.
Ever since you were old enough

per-

haps the council could make money from the show.
Ward Coates, sophomore transfer student, was appointed to the
Board of Finance, filling the vaeancy left by Ron Anderson.
The council changed its rules
for taking down publicity signs and
posters from three days to one fullschool day after the event has been
held.
Members were reminded that the
film, “Operation Abolition” will be

color

saw

recently

eee
Professor Dr.
African wildlife situation.

Lawrence

| Turner had written to Mosk, re| questing an interpretation on pro-

Several Firsts
Slated in Spring
HSC Hilltopper

|cedures

of the

referendum.

Spec-

\ifically, there is question to how
many must vote to change from
the universal to the optional sysjtem.
Edwards
said the group |
would protest the interpretation if |
it did not favor its stand because

III, Lesille McKibben and Robert McMahan.
Mays,
James
Marvel,
Jack
George
Milionis,
Pat
Morrow,
Darrell
Leo
Mortensen,
Fred |
Nunnemaker, Sander Pitek, Ger- |
ald
Ray
Jr., Ronald
Reynolds,

The
in

Bread
the

Gay

Gingham

Wrap

PENNEY’

‘Club Holds Dinner

}

|

DRUGS

In Life

things

in life at

' “THE
UNIVERSITY
CORNER”

ARTHUR
JOHNSON’'S
sh& PF

superintendent

CALL
ART JONES
VA 27872

Important

finer

cars did

History Contest |
Deadline Monday

In

Like the Cricketeer Suit . .
the umbrella .. . the PhiBates Shoes with the college
education .. . the Shapely
Shirt with the A-1 Tapers
» find

the parked

Unlimited
who attended the annual Conservation
uet

Business Club
Plans Banquet

Yearbook Picture
Dates Scheduled

Free Pickupand

YOUNG MAN

..

Alto

Cleaners

ARCATA

Things

Palo

College

FREEWAY

The More

stickers, while

not exhibit such decals. They then

ENROLL-

To ASB Executive Council

——

Several first will be accomplish- | he was not sure Dean Turner had
ed with the spring publication of |adequately presented the case in
for the past eleven years. Prevthe
Hilltopper,
Humboldt
State |his letter.
Edwards presented his views in
ious to this he has been principal
feature magazine, which goes on
of elementary and high schools
the stands sometime during the an interview-type program Monweek of May 15.
in Oregon,
assistant superintenday afternoon. He said there were
tendent of the Portland schools, |
Editor Jack
Mays
announced some students, particularly marprofessor of education at the Uni- |
editorial and advertising copy has ried students, who were not getCharles
Schneider,
Salvatore |
He
versity of Southern California for|
Monday is the final day for Siino, Larry Smith, Timothy Stoll, been completed and the magazine ting benefit from the cards.
one year, leaving this position to | Humboldt students to enter papserved football games as an exis in the hands of the printer.
John Tanner Jr., and Jean Wagbecome President of the Oregon ers in the Charles
Mays said the largest magazine ample of how students use their
R. Barnum |
College
of
Education
at Man- Humboldt history contest for cash ner.
in Hilltoper history will feature card for ASB activities.
Those who received their Bach- four pages of new humor, a wide
mouth.
He told the audience his group
prizes of $100, $50 and $25.
elor of Arts Degree and Teaching variety of local and national topics,
needs 50 more names on the peHSC is considering the organiPapers may be submitted
for
Credential were: Jacqueline Brack- several photo essays and biogratition, adding that there will have
zation of an advanced seminar in the contest on any phase of Humett, May Belle Currier, Helen Dun- phies of controversal campus figto be an election within 15 days
school administration
for exper- boldt
County
history
according
ning,
Marjorie
Guthrige,
Othel ures.
after the petition is submitted to
ienced administrators who could to Dr. Hyman
Palais, HSC proHammons,
Lourosa Harris, Vera
profit from work with Dr. Gunn. fessor of history. Winning papers
The
52-page edition will also President C. H. Siemens.
Kilmer, Mary Shark, Marilyn Van
School officials who are interested in the past have dealt with such
have the first fiction article in the
Deventer, and Larry Westlake.
in this seminar
are invited
to subjects as the growth of one of
history of the magazine.
Receiveing
their
Bachelor
of
write to Dean Milhous for futher the area’s major industries and the
“We have no central theme, ra- |
details.
history of a community, but these Science Degree were: Larry An- ther a confused chaos of our growJames
Culver,
Warner
are only examples of many pos- drews,
ing college. We have articles from
Forsell,
Charles
Hazel,
George
sible areas of research.
The Industrial Arts Club will
all sources. The overall calibre of
Judges for the contest are Dr. Hughes, Gaylord Inman, Joseph writing seems to be better than hold its annual spaghetti dinner
Palais and Dr. Ralph Roske. Trip- Jarvis, Ernest Kenney, John Kim- ever before. It is the first time the May 10 as a co-function of the
licate copies of all entries must be bell, Leland Mouter Jr., Ellanao editor has been selective in ma- Industrial
Arts
Exhibit
to
be
Melvyn
Odemar,
Harry
presented to Dr. Palais in room Meyer,
in the Green
and Gold
terials used in photos, written ma- shown
Olmsted, David Patterson, Owen
131 C of Founder's Hall.
terial and even advertising,” Mays Room May 10, 11 and 12.
Peck, Walter Peterson, Raymond said.
Plourde,
Linwood
Price,
Harry
Jolm
and
Smith
Wayne
Senn,
Thunen.
Three
masters
degrees
were
awarded last fall. Josephine LanreHumboldt State’s Business Club dahl and Russell Tillinghast
Club pictures for the 1961 SemMasters of Arts Detheir
ceived
is planning its first formal banHarper received pervirens will be taken in the CAC
James
while
gree
quet on Wednesday. As of yet the
Art & Drafting Supplies
Degree.
at the following times:
a
Service
site of the affair has not been se- his Masters of Science
Slide Rules
of
chairman
Hielbron,
Mon.
May
1:
12:10
Amateur
Radio
H.
Louis
lected. A large slate of events has
Club
u
Mechanical
Drawing Sets
College
State
the now California
been planned for the dinner.
12:20
Boot & Blister
will be the
Business Club
12:40
923 H STREET - ARCATA
of Trustees
The newly elected officers that Board
12:45
Conservation
VA 2-0746
will be officially installed are: Bill guest speaker at the June gradUniimited
Engineering
Newell,
president;
Dave
Crane, uation ceremony.
Tues. May 2: 12:10

as

ee Clothes

Try our Breakfasts!

Interested

and that they had paid for parking

“DRAFT
CAUSES
MENT DROP.”

‘Industrial Arts

SUPERB
EATING ANYTIME

Wildly

night campus patrolman that they
were unable to find parking spaces

more

1961 Humboldt State Summer ses-

NL
Fried |
Chicken |

THE

fall.

Dr. Henry M. Gunn, Superintendent of the Palo Alto
City
Schools, has been appointed to the

ved

ON

for the

Educator Named
To Summer Siaff

Jerry Moore
Combo

FOR

next

his counterpart

stitution, which was turned over
to the council-elect last Thursday,
and
the
controversial
universal
student
body
card
referendum
were held.
No
action
was
taken at the
meeting.

Featuring

GREAT

discus-

In a general session, discussions
of the revised student body con-

Necessities
—-@-

SANDERS’

officers

sing problems, with the old officer

Pizza Pie

COts

fice will be locked, and only three

Humboldt State's outgoing and or four council members have keys
incoming executive councils held for use of the facilities.
a joint workshop meeting Sunday,
The council was told that the
‘discussing a variety of topics as Spurs, sophomore honorary serwell as laying the groundwork for vice organization, plans to reduce
‘the transition in June.
its membership from 33 to about
The five-hour session was held 20 and does not intend to sell footin place of the scheduled retreat ball programs next fall.
with University of Nevada, which
Neil Evans complained to the
was cancelled two weeks ago.
council that parking tickets were
The 25 students, including some
given to people attending the
invited guests, discussed publicaShelly Manne jazz concert, adtions, cultural
activities,
student
ding he thinks this is poor public
body
finances,
student
unions,
relations.
world affairs and better student
Dean Don Karshner explained
council-student body relationships that two students informed the
in

KEG
Friday,

her files if they are not located and

issued a plea for their return.
She added the student body of-

Enrollment in the fall semester

Douglas Debate Challenge

council received the completed version of
constitution and voted to turn it
9,
at ite meeting
last
8

The council said it felt there was constitution or to set up another
form of government.
The present constitution has
been labeled as “full of loopholes”
by Mayfield and Asp. The revised
nation.
document has not been completely
Thus the year-long work by
accepted by council members John
committee members
Paul Asp,
Bryant and Sam Kunkle who feel
Helen Wilson, Ross Soreness a different form of government
and Joe Mayfield will
over to this fall when the council should be set up at Humboldt
will determine whether to put it State. (Their proposal appears on
on the ballot for a general ASB page 2 of this week's Lumberjack,
approval, to retain the present under the heading “Challenges
Ahead for HSC”.)
Secretary
Nancy
Mendes
_informed the council some of her
minutes have been taken from the
student body office. She explained
it would be difficult to complete

Page3

of 1941 dropped 10% to 384. Lumberjack headlin,es proclaimed

Edwards Issues Lincoln

To Next Year’s ASB Council

Sacramento,

where he was one of 10 judges of
the industrial arts exhibit.
Projects were entered from all
over

Shouldn’t Provide Entertainment

;

Revised Constitution Goes

of industrial arts, has returned
from the eight-day Spring Fair and

LUMBERJACK

Two awards
at the event

scholarship

RECORDS

POST OFFICE
Falor’s |
Pharmacy
North Arcate - VA
For All Your
HEALTH NEEDS
9 a.m. to 9p. m Every Day
RSS

will be given out
including
a $100

and

the

Wall

CD

Street

Journal Award for the outstanding business administration major.

It’s

WHITE HOUSE
FASHIONS
for

Darlene Sweaters
and

12:40
12:45

Wed.

In Successful
Festival Here
two junior high

ted

in

the

Thurs.

stuand

North

Fri.

May

May

Coast

Music Festival last Friday on camus,

r The

Festival,

which

has

been

“Candy

and

Majors

Home

Economics
Ec.

Phoenix
Physics
Ski

Bldg.

CHARLIE BROWN

Club

4: 12:10
as

Student Nurses
Student Wives
Women's
Rec. Assoc.
12:45
Christian Sel.
5: 12:00
Biology
12:10
Gamma Delta
12:20
Newman
12:40
Protestant
Youth Fellowship
12:45
Deseret

Ball”

was

the

name

held here for about the last 12 the Christmas dance in 1945.
years, included some tight scheduling, but it worked out fine, according to Floyd Glende, assistant professor of music and head
of the event this year.
Prof. Glende adds, “If there is
any one group that deserves specjal praise it is the maintenance
—
staff of the college for all the help
they gave us in moving equipment
and setting up facilities.
1644 G Street

of

HUTCHINS
GROCERY

At the Drama Festival in 1947,
Chico State presented “Ah Wilderness” at the Humboldt State College auditorium.

DELIVER

Jills

Home

12:40

WE

Lan.

ae
Club
umberjacks

P.E.

3: 12:00

May

12:10
12:20

schools participa-

Annual

Clu

Foreign

12:20

Prep Musicians
Despite the day-long rain,
dents from six high schools

Tami Skirts

Near College

Uae

vice-president; Dorothy Slone, secretary; Sandy Lawrence, treasurer;
and Bill Shreeves, ICS representative.

Pierce's
Stationers

- North Arcata
VA 2-1965

isenesaiiadsniesealiiianmeaiiedlll

PIZZA &
(Related Items)

ARE
Cheap

in California

AT

Charlie Brown's
LIVE

JAZZ

Friday
& Saturday
1506 Sth St.
EUREKA

HI 2-9623

MOCCASIN TOE OXFORD
Find quality grained leathers in these
Towncraft dress oxfords! Find the style
young

plus

tion.

men go for, too!

Get comfort-

from Towncraft’s careful construcMen’s
B to D

Sizes
7% to 12

7 99

Charge Your Shoes ai Penney's!

LUMBERJACK

‘Jacks In Final Home Baseball Game Tomorrow

The
we- Tene Proms

A Look At The FWC

Lumberjack Golfers Host
Four-Way Ma tch at Baysid

Duaus Oucke

With Far Western Conference championship meets rapidly a The Humboldt State
approaching, we thought a glance into the crystal ball might Chico State Wildcats
and
be appropriate at this time. After a long look, we weren't

team hosts a four-way
the Sacramento
State

SWIMMING—-The

cisco tomorrow with five teams competing.
Sacramento State and Chico State, have

Cal Aggies and Lumberjacks are a toss-up, but we see the
‘Jaeks second with the Aggies third. And that leaves San
Francisco State the championship. ‘The Gators have too much

depth for the other four colleges.
TRACK—The defending champion

University of Nevada

The Pack has not lost a
should keep the title in its den,
The
with the winner.
stay
we
and
1959,
since
dual meet

Hornets, Gators,

might

and Lumberjacks

Wildeats, Aggies

finish in that order.
TENNIS—'Three teams will battle for this one. We pick
Sacramento, San Francisco, Chico, Nevada, Humboldt, and
Aggies.
GOLF—lIn this one, we are really going into the dark.
But try this: Sacramento, San Francisco, Cal Aggies, Chico,
Nevada, and Humboldt.
BASEBALL—1'wo weeks ago Sacramento was it, but not
We don’t think the Aggies
after josing two to the Aggies.
will stand up; so Nevada gets the call with Humboldt, Sacramento, San I’ranucisco, Chico and Aggies rounding out the
finish.
Wish

us luck.

Quote from

We

need

the 1961

it.

State College Publicity

Humboldt

Brochure, ‘‘1961 will be a start-from-scratch year as far as
the Lumberjacks’ golfing fortunes are concerned. A new coach
is making his debut and a nine-man turnout includes only one
veteran.”’

After

one

match,

new

predicts

Hess

Ford

coach

for the first time this season.
John Yingst will shoot in the

The

a 500

number one spot for the ‘Jacks
while Joe Zualo, Sacramento, Don
Lippstren, Chico, and Don Glud,

ed on the show, which has been
in rehersal for over three months.
“Out of My Dreams” consists of
a
depicting
acts, each
fourteen
type of dream. The titles range
from “Sweet Dreams” to “Nightmare.”
Music
for the
production
is
also varied. One song used is “I
Love My Baby”, which is used
in a charleston number in which
flappers
portray
the swimmers
from the roaring '20’s with swimming suits to suggest that era.
Other music includes “Schubert's
Unfinished Symphony,” “Claire de
Lune,” “Unchained Melody,” and

many

others,

both

classical

compose

the

Humboldt’s
ramento’s

Len

number

three

Don

Harling,

‘rank

Newman,

Christopherson,

and

group.

Sac-

Chico’s

Cal Ag-

gies’ Tom Leonard will battle for
fourth place honors.
Fifth spot is a toss-up between
Terry
Wilson,
Sacramento,
and
Don
Brisbin,
Chico.
Humboldt
may enter either Milton Ragsdale,
Hank Strong, or Marve Wagner.
The Sacramento team is favored
to take the meét since the highest
shooter is Stalker with 84, and the
team averages under 79.

HSC Aquariums
Being Arranged
As Tide Pools

and

Meet Director

Objects To

|

Woman Swimmer Forestry Professor,
|

Swimming coach Ralph Has- |
sman’s bid to have a woman diver |
enter for the Green and Gold in
Far Western Conference meet received a serious setback when he
received a letter from meet director Walt Hanson objecting to the
The Humboldt State swimming team wraps up its 1960-61 Humboldt entrant.
Ella Gehricke,
feels
Hassman
season in the Far Western Conference championship meet in
good
a
diver in question, has
San Francisco tomorrow.
chance of winning the FWC divCoach Ralph Hassman is hopeing, and he made an all out efful of a high finish for his Lum-|
fort to get her in the meet.
berjacks. The swimming mentor
stated four objections
Hanson
believes San Francisco State and
to the entry:
the
Cal Aggies are the teams to beat. |
of
implications
The
(1)
Hopes for a first place finish |
NCAA rules are men competitors
suffered a blow when Hassman|
by the continued use of “he” when
was informed Ella Gehricke, womreferring to the competitor.
an diver, would not be allowed to
(2) It is the belief of our colHumboldt State hosts its seccompete.
lege (San Francisco State) that
Jay Stock and Jim Malone will| ond track meet in as many weeks the Far Western Conference is a
Air
Travis
meeting
head up the ‘Jacks entry. Stock/tomorrow,
“Men’s athletic conference.
breaststroke Force Base and the Redwood Aththe
in
favored
is
(3) It is against the rules of
Bowl at the Division of Girls’ and Womevents while Malone will handle letic Club in Redwood
the butterfly and individual med- 11:30 a.m. It is the final meet of en for women to compete in inthe year.
ley races.
against
competition
tercollegiate
The Lumberjacks put on their men (at San Francisco State).”
Rod Myatt, Dennis Mullins and
of the season
Bruce Watson will swim the free- best performance
(4) Hanson personally feels that
be
style sprints. Myatt was hindered Saturday but fell short, losing to the national publicity would
Aggies.
The
Empire
Club detrimental to Far Western Conin his last outing against the Cal the
third,
but
should
be ference.
Aggies since he swam the butter- finished
fly events while Malone was at a stronger tomorrow if several key
tennis match.
from
men are on hand.
operated
KHSC
Station
Ward Coates and Richard GrifLumberjack hopes will rest on twelve to one each weekday and
fith are entering the freestyle dis- repeat
performances
by _ several was wired into the dorms and the
tance races. Griffith showed well key runners. Ron Remington will COOP in 1946.
in the meet against the Aggies and need to make a good showing in
while the
the 200-yarder
will swim
100-yard
dash as will
Pat
Coates enters the 440-yard race.
O'Brien in the 440.
Dave
Hathaway
is the
only

Trackmen Host
Airmen, AAU
Club Tomorrow

LITTLE MAN

Lumberjack

backstroker

and*

will

enter all those style events. The
freshman has been working on his
turns which hindered him in the
Aggie meet.
Hassman will go all out in the
400-yard
freestyle relay entering
and
Mullins
Watson,
Myatt,
Coates while in the medley relay
and
Hathaway,
Stock,
Malone,
Griffith will combine their talents.

Humboldt Women

Capture Three

Saturday

in a

the final home stand of the year.

to the Cal Aggies.
Lumberjacks finish-

The
jacks’ last out- lief duty.
The Hornets’ hitting is led by
ing
against
Francisco
ed ahead of the Redwood Empire
outfielders Tom Pugliese and Bob
State was postnenes due to Napoli. Dean Andoe, hardhitting
Athletic Club.
The Aggies totaled 81 points, rain and
be madeup later. catcher rounds out the main power
Humboldt 61, and the AAU Club
16 in tri-meet scoring. The Aggies

The Hornets’ contest with the hitters for the club.
University of Nevada
was also
The Lumberjacks will line up
took the dual meet with 74 57 for and was played with W. L. Taylor at first, Monty|

cause of heavy rains, will be held
this afternoon at 4 p.m. on the
new rubber track. A combination
of

nine

running

events

field events rounds

and

activities.
Intramural softball gets under
leagues
with two
Monday
way

Peter Black, Hired
For Fall Semester
Dr. Edward E. Sturgeon of the
Department
of Natural
Resources this week that a new
professor of forestry has been hired
for the fall semester.
Peter Black, 26, of New York,
plans to complete his doctorate
in forestry at Colorado State University in Fort Collins. Specializing in watershed management, he
has had work experience at the
Coweeta Experimental Station in
North
Carolina as well as the
Priest River Experimental Forest
in Idaho. He will instruct in hydrology and
other
related
subjects in forestry.

the Lumberjacks.

O’Brien
captured
first in the
440-yard dash. He ran the quarter
mile in 50 seconds
flat, Haley,
according to Doornink, “did a real |
good job in the hurdles.” He won
|
the high hurdles and placed sec- |
ond in the lows.

games

will

be the

ing duel between

expected

pitch-

Lumberjack

ace

Larry Taylor (1-0) and the Hornets’
number
one
hurler
Dick
Black (0-1). Black held the Aggies

scoreless for six innings, but gave
up three hits in the seventh for the
loss. Taylor
went
nine
innings
against the Wildcats for his vic-

Ray Mechals, currently coaching
at St. Bernard’s High in Eureka,
received Little All-American hon- | tory.
Working the seven inning openors in 1954 and 1955 while playing
end for Phil Sarboe’s teams. He er for the ‘Jacks will be Al SnarLeitz and Ron
Tom
also received the Mr. Tackle award ski (0-1).
‘Stammer will be on hand for rein 1955.

golf course Saturday.
Yingst used a wedge to make
the 120-yard shot.
“The ball went past the hole,
but the back-spin caused by using
the wedge caused it to come back
and go in,” John said. “The trouble
is that I was picking up my tee
at the time and didn’t get to see

FWC
Baseball Standings
Chico
Cal Aggies

where the ball went. I thought I'd | Sacramento
Humboldt
lost it.”
This was the second hole-in-one ' San Francisco
Yingst has made in his golfing ypniy, of Nevada

career.

W
3
2
2
1
1
1

L
1

Pct.GB
750 —
1

Paperback Library
Best Sellers In Both Pleasure and
Reference Books
aft your

College Bookstore
Salem refreshes your taste

—‘air-softens” every putt

Sacramento Netters

Drop Humboldt, 9-0
The
Sacramento
State
tennis
team continued its domination of
the Far Western Conference by
defeating
Humboldt
State,
9-0,
Friday.
The
Lumberjacks
were
rained out of Saturday’s match
with San Francisco.
The Hornets have met all the
FWC colleges and have not been
scored against this season.

ONeCAMPUS

last week’s showing in the twomile or improve, to help the Lumberjack

cause.

If
sob
Haley can repeat his
victory in the high hurdles and
apture a first in the lows, the
Lumberjacks will be off and running. Manuel Vasquez could help if
he improves his times in the 100
and 220 yard dashes, The former
FWC
100-yard
champion — has

failed

to reach

his peak

this sea-

son.

In

and

the

field

Gorden

events,

Bobell

Chris

could

Carr

place

Basketball Wins
Ten
Humboldt
women
topped
three
defeating
all competition,
colleges, Chico State, Santa Rosa
State, and Foothill College during a basketball tournament held

also

for

the

Lumberjacks.

enter

Larry
son high
week and

the

Krupka

Bobell

will

javeline.

reached

in the high
may improve

his seajump last
tomorrow.

Bill Crichton has not reached his
peak, and may do so tomorrow.

tory for the Humboldt team.
Participating players were San18 to Chico’s 7. Following was a
game with the hosting team, Santa dra Abrahamson, Karen Backlund,
Frakes,
Marty
Gabriel,
Humboldt Gayle
which
in
JC,
Rosa
Jackson,
Judy
Maahs,
marched to a 19-13 victory. round- Marge
Mike
Nance,
Carolyn
Sander,
B.
unan
was
play
the
off
ing
J. Thoephilis, and
Marlene
scheduled game with Foothill College which ended in a 32-6 vie- Thompson.

six

out the day's

In the distances, Frank Newman
and
Ken
Williams
should
equal

higher tomorrow in the discus and
shot than Saturday to add points

at Santa Rosa recently.
Playing against their rival Chico
in the first game, Humboldt scored

losing effort
However the

composed of ten teams. The 4
league is made up of Tau
Wimer|p.m.
Feekes at second, Larry
Coach Bob Doornink was pleasCal Aggies, will round out the
at short,| Kappa Epsilon, Delta Sigma Phi,
DiMercurio
Tom
third,
The
Hornets’
hopes
for
their
at
“Out of My Dreams” has been top foursome.
ed with the showing of Ron eighth
straight
FWC
baseball Ken Matias in left, Dennis Pon-' Redwood Third, Sunset, and InYingst turned in his top score Remington, Frank Newman, Ken championship
chosen as the theme for the secwere
delt
a
blow
two toni in center, Drew Roberts in| dependent “C”.
ond annual swim show which will in the ‘Jacks last meet, and coach Williams, Pat O’Brien and Bob
The Faculty, Conservation Unright, and Joe Siino catching.
weeks
ago
when
the
Cal
Aggies
be presented at the
Humboldt
Ford Hess is looking for a repeat Haley.
limited, Forestry, Humboldt Vilswept
a
doubleheader
from
the
State College pool, Thursday and from the junior.
took
first in the
Remington
lage and Circle “K” make up the
Capital City nine. The double loss
Golfer
oldt
Sunday, May 4 and 7 at 8:15 p.m.|- in the number two slot, Dick) 100-yard dash with a time of e the Hornets in the FWC cel- Humb
5 p.m, league. Two games will be
The show is presented by the wate Visser will enter for HSC against! :10.1 while Newman won the twoMonday
league
in each
played
ballet class and the Women’s Rec- Lindsay Goodell, SSC, Jim Tal-| mile in 10:43.6
even though he
)
through Thursday. A playoff game
The
Hornets
took
both
ends
of
reation Association, and is under bot, CSC, and Charles Alcock, CA. hasn’t been working out due to
between the winners in the two rea twin bill from the Lumberjacks
the general direction of Miss Leela
Dennis McManus, Lumberjack, an ankle injury.
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